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DÁN ROBERT: Schedule for the university library training.—The university considers, 
within the framework of basic education, the training of traditional “bibliothecarius” and 
that of public educational and information knowledge as a co-ordinated discipline of 
identical value. By drawing up the training programme modul-like but superposing strata 
had been established which are holding together the diffuse knowledges and, at the same 
time, consider the independence of disciplines both in the field of science and practice. 
The basic disciplines are: library technology, historical studies, theory of communication. 
This positive base is the starting point for the education of modern library and infor
mation methods. The basic knowledge for computer technology, computerized library 
and information systems, special information are attained during the second stage. The 
third one provides for practical work within the framework of special courses of lectures 
and seminars. The training is concluded with a diploma work and with the complex state 
examination. Extension training at the university is on a post-graduate level but, for the 
time being, the informatics line has started only. [229—232.p.]
ZSIDAI JÓZSEF: Human elements in interlibrary cooperation.—In the introduction the 
author describes that between 1969 and 1973 international organizations, groups of state 
and national governments have realized that, as regards survival and progress, information 
is one of the key issues. On this basis a new information strategy has been worked out 
and in the course of its realization cooperation has won an outstanding role. Among the 
elements, supporting and hindering the cooperation, the author assigns an extremely 
important role to human elements. The author analyses deficiencies in the behaviour of 
participating persons which induce to oppose cooperation. Finally, he enumerates en
couraging and rewarding methods inciting a cooperative identity. [233—240.p.]
FOGARASSY MIKLÓS: Illusions and realities around regional library cooperation.—What 
was the result of the decision on governmental level which had the purpose to develop 
units of regional character among the principal trends of developing Hungarian settle
ments? Does Hungarian library legislation determine, with due reality, the regional co
operative library organizations extending over more counties? Does a reality of such 
trends exist, owing to the capital centred Hungarian librarianship and the insufficiency of 
literary bases in the country-side?—The author defines his position by answering these 
questions, considering small regions in and around the cities as viable and realizable. 
[241—248.p.]
GYŐRI ERZSÉBET: Are we provided for by the Library Supply A gen cy?—The Hungarian 
Library Supply Agency, established 30 years ago, has found its place in the organization 
of book trade which, for a long time, has determined its scope of activity. At the same 
time, it organically worked its way into the Hungarian library system. It set as an aim the 
full supply covering all document types. For the time being the registration of documents 
and the advice for acquisition are solved with cooperation. Further on the Agency con
siders the idea to establish a bibliographic department. The development of librarianship 
is connected with the improvement of library provision. [249—252.p.]
SÁNDOR ERNŐ—SONNEVEND PÉTER: Renewal with a question mark? Reply to 
Miklós László M ezey.—Reply to the critique dealing with the structural reform of the 
national bibliography of articles, initiated in 1981 (see Könyvtári Figyelő, 2.no. 1982. 
133—142.p.). Those in charge of the publication are documenting with data that the
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number of periodical titles processed as well as the number of articles (in social sciences 
and natural sciences) has increased. Possibilities of retrieval are improved, too, due to the 
new subject index. It is questionable whether the realization of the critic’s proposal (the 
complete processing of the most important two dozen publications) would bring about 
the desired results. [253—257.p.]
PAPP ISTVÁN: The activity of the Centre for Library Science and Methodology in 1 9 8 1 .
—This article remarks upon the most important problems which, from some respects, 
touched the functions, certain services or the organization of the Centre for Library 
Science and Methodology in 1981. Thus, the author repeatedly examines the place of the 
Centre in Hungarian librarianship, deals with development problems of regional coopera
tion, reports on the renewal of the list of recommended books (Uj Könyvek — New 
Books), emphasizes the importance of including audiovisual documents in library collec
tions, surveys the content and organizational problems of central extension training 
courses and urges a special care towards two users’ strata (children and handicapped 
persons). [258—269.p.J
KAMARÁS ISTVÁN: Half a decade from the “ history of reading”  of fifty novels.—The
author,-summarizing the data of two comparative literary-sociological researches, investig
ates the readirtg and popularity of fifty novels (works permanently accessible, published 
recently and long time ago, popular and less read books). Among the causing of increasing 
and decreasing reading and popularity the author stresses the following: the taste of the 
youngest age group changes; the impact of mass communication media; the change in 
readers’ scale of values and reading habits. [270—274.p.]

P a n o r a m a

MAY, WALTER: Deutsche Fotothek, Dresden. German photothèque, Dresden. The 
article describes the history, activity and services of the German photothèque functioning 
in Dresden. It was established in 1951, the basis of collection was the material of the 
Sächsische Landesbibliotheksstelle (Saxon Local History Picture-Gallery) founded in 
1924. For the time being the photothèque—as a central documentation institute for 
social science pictures in the GDR)—collects the documents of the country’s cultural and 
artistic relics and makes them accessible for scientific research and education. Nowadays, 
the collection consisting of several hundred thousand systematically collected photos, 
photo negatives and slides has various (alphabetical, subject, geographical and portait) 
catalogues which help the retrieval. The photothèque maintains also extensive inter
national relations. [275—281 .p ]
10  years in the life of the British Library.—Rev/ew of the documents: URQUHART, D.J.: 
Some thoughts on the British Library and BLOOMFIELD, B.C.: Progress in documenta
tion. The British Library 1973-1980. Published in the Journal of Documentation, 37.vol. 
1981. 107-133.p. [282—285.p.]
CSAPÓ EDIT: Comparative investigation o f library education curricula.—On the basis of 
analytical examination of 11 university and 11 college curricula the study presents the 
division of subjects in traditional library education and the similarities of their structure. 
The international average of subjects in IFLA common core curriculum is compared with 
the proportions in Hungarian education. It is to offer statistical fixed points to the library 
education reform in Hungary. [286—292.p.]
Future of the information industry.-Rev/ew of the articles: DE G E N N A R O , R.: 
Libraries and networks in transition: problems and prospects for the 1980’s. Published
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in Library Journal, 15.vol. 1981. 5.no. 1045-1049.p. and KENT, A.K.: The information 
industry in the year 2000, published in Information Services and Use. l.vol. 1981. l.no. 
1 l-15.p. [293—295.p.]
American libraries and mass culture.— Review of the articles: Popular culture and libraries. 
Ed. WIEGAND, W.A. and BROWNS, R.B..COOPER, B.L., FIORE, J., SCHROEDER, 
J.K., SCHURK, W.L. Published in the thematic issue of the Drexel Library Quarterly. 
16-vol. 1980. 3.no. 12-72.p. [296-300.p.]
NAZMUTDINOV, I.K.: Libraries in India.— Summ of the article Biblioteki Indii (po 
licsniim vpecsatlenijam). Published in Bibi. Bibliogr. za rub. 1981. 81.no. 37-49.p. 
[ 3 0 1 - 3 0 3 .p .]

Are children’s libraries going through a crisis? (United States — Canada).— Review of the 
articles: WILSON, P.: Children’s service and power: knowledge to shape the future; 
VAN VLIET, V. The fault lies not in our stars—the children’s librarian as manager; 
FASICK, A.: Hopes and expectations of children’s librarians. Published in Canadian 
Library Journal. 37.vol. 1980. 5.no. 321-333.p. [304—307.p.]

R e v i e w s

The professional development of the librarian and information worker. (Ed by LAYZELL 
WARD, P.) London, Aslib, 1980. 332 p. /Aslib reader series 3./ (Rev.: BALÁZSNÉ 
VEREDY Katalin.) [308-3 lO.p.]
On-line information in public libraries: a review o f recent British research. (Ed. by 
MOORE, N.) /The BL Research and Development Reports No. 5648/ Boston Spa, BL 
Board, 1981.64, 8 p. (Rev.: GÁLNÉ BALLAGI Ágnes.) [311—315.p.]
The special library role in networks. (Ed. by GIBSON, R.W.) New York, Special Libraries 
Association, 1980. 296 p. (Rev.: SZÁNTÓ Péter.) [316—З18.р.]
Library management without bias. (Ed. by CHING-CHIN CHEN). Greenwich Conn. JAI 
Press Inc. 1980, 225 p. (Rev.: MARÓT Miklós.) [319—З20.р.]
Országos Széchényi Könyvtár Könyvtártudományi és Módszertani Központ, Könyvtár- 
tudományi Szakkönyvtár. Könyvtárismertető. National Széchényi Library, Centre for  
Library Science and Methodology, Library Science Library, Library guide. Bp. 1981. 
17 p. (Rev.: SZATHMÁRI Éva-MOLNÁR László.) [321 -322.p.J
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